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Many numerical methods to solve initial value problems of the form y' =f(t, y)
can be written as general linear methods. Classical convergence results for such
methods are based on the Lipschitz constant and bounds for certain partial
derivatives of / . For stiff problems these quantities may be very large, and
consequently the classical order of convergence loses its significance. In this paper
we consider bounds for the global errors which are based only on bounds for
derivatives of y for linear and non-linear dissipative problems with arbitrary
stiffness.
1. Introduction
Linear multistep, Nordsieck and Runge-Kutta methods are popular methods for
solving stiff initial value problems. Such methods, and combinations thereof, can
be written as general linear methods.
If the initial value problem is given by
y'(t)=f(t,y(t)) (1.1)
with known y(0), a general linear method can be formulated as
)Pf(tn + cih,vaJ), » = 1,2,...,*, (1.2a)
/ - I 7-1
b™f(tn + Cjh, VnJ), i = 1, 2 S (l.2b)
with stepsize h > 0 and /„ = nh, /i 2*0. The vectors vni are internal quantities and
can be considered as within a black-box, whereas the uni are the relevant
(external) results approximating given correct value functions u,(tn). These «,('„)
can stand for function values y{tn + 6,h) of the exact solution, scaled derivatives
hy'(tn + 6/h), h2y"(tn + d,h), . . . or linear combinations of such terms. For a
comprehensive discussion of general linear methods we refer the reader to the books
by Butcher (1987b), Hairer et al (1987), Hairer & Wanner (1991) and the review
paper of Burrage & Chipman (1989).
Classical error bounds for method (1.2) involve the Lipschitz constant of/and
bounds for certain partial derivatives of f(t,y) at y=y(t), f5=0. For stiff
problems these quantities can become very large, and therefore the error bounds
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based on them become meaningless. In this paper we shall consider for two
classes of well known stiff model problems error bounds in which only derivatives
of y(t) appear. This allows arbitrary stiffness.
The first class contains the linear equations
y'(t) = Ly(t) + g(t) (1.3)
with a matrix L satisfying
(v, Lu>=£0 (1.4)
for all vectors v, with respect to the Euclidian inner product (v, w) = vrw. The
second class consists of all non-linear dissipative problems (1.1), where / satisfies
(f(t,v)-f(t,w),v-w)<zO (1.5)
for arbitrary vectors v, w.
It will always be assumed that the solution y(t) is sufficiently smooth and that
exact starting values u(v = ui(ti)) are given. Under appropriate stability assump-
tions one can easily obtain a stiffness-independent convergence result, involving
only derivatives of y(t), with an order of convergence equal to the stage order q,
see Section 2. Convergence results of this type are well known for Runge-Kutta
methods, see for instance Dekker & Verwer (1984), Frank et al (1985b) and
Hairer & Wanner (1991). In the latter reference such results were also derived for
multistep Runge-Kutta methods.
The central issue in this paper is whether these convergence results with order
q are optimal. In Section 3 it will be shown that for the linear problems one often
has order q + 1, as is the case for Runge-Kutta methods, see Burrage et al
(1986), Dekker et al (1986). In Section 4 we will prove that for the class of
non-linear dissipative problems convergence with order q + 1 is only possible for
methods where the stage order can be increased by changing the correct value
function (i.e., changing the interpretation of the method). This generalizes a
result of Burrage & Hundsdorfer (1987) for Runge-Kutta methods.
2. Preliminaries
Let A, = « ) , A2 = {a&), fl, =(&}/>), B2 = (&{/>) and
un = (un,,..., unk )T, vn = (vn, u n j ) T ,
Fn(vH) = (/(/„ + cxh, vnl),...,f(tn + csh, t O ) T -
The vector un approximates u(tn) = (ul(tn),...,uk(tn)')T. Method (1.2) can be
written in compact form as
u,,+, = /l1K,I + /ifl1Fn(iO, (2.1a)
vn = A2un+hB2Fn(vn). {2.\b)
We shall use this notation also if/ is vector valued, i.e. Am, Bm are also used to
denote the Kronecker products Am®l, Bm<B>I, m = \,2, with / the identity
matrix with the dimension of/.
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Throughout this paper we shall work with the Euclidian inner product
(v, w) = v*w and norm ||u|| = (v, v)^ for real and complex vectors. The induced
spectral norm for matrices is also denoted by | | | | .
A general starting point for a stability/convergence analysis is to consider along
with (2.1) a perturbed scheme
Qn + l=Alun + hBlFn(va) + £a, (2.2a)
vn=A2iin + hB2Fn(vn) + r)n (2.2b)
with perturbations £„, r),, and starting error «„ — u,,. Let
Zn=diag(2,,,,...,2m)
by the block-diagonal matrix defined by
n=h\ F,:(vn + 9(vn-vn) (2.3)
so that Zn{vn-vn) = hFn{v,,)-hFn{vn). By subtraction of (2.1) from (2.2) is
follows easily that
vn - v,, = (/ - B2Z,,)-\A2{un ~ u,,) + r,,,) (2.4)
and
un+i - un+l = R(Z,,)(u,, - u,,) + £„ + fl,Z,,(/ - B2Z,,)-'r/,, (2.5)
where
R(Zn) = A< + B,Z,,(l - B2Zn)~lA2. (2.6)
So, the matrix R(Zn) determines how the previous error u,,-u,, will affect
«„+,-«„+,, whereas the influence of the local perturbation r/,, is governed by
Btzn(i-B2znyl.
We want to ensure that a small initial error and small perturbations cause only
small global errors. This leads to stability requirements of the type
\\R(Zn)R(Zn.t)-R(Zm)\\^a, (2.7)
\\B,ZnV-B2Znyx\\^P (2.8)
for all h > 0 and 1 ^ m « n « N, with constants a, /J and with N the total number
of steps needed to cover the integration interval at stepsize h. Whether these
conditions are fulfilled will depend of course on the method and the class of
problems under consideration. In the next sections this will be specified for the
two classes of model problems.
Condition (2.7) represents the usual step-by-step stability. In general it holds
that (2.7)^(2.8), but there are exceptions to this rule, for instance with
Runge-Kutta methods of the Lobatto IIIC type on the class of non-linear
dissipative problems, see Spijker (1986). To ensure that the system of algebraic
equations (2.16) is well conditioned one can require in addition to (2.8) that
I K Z - ^ Z J - ' H ^ j S . (2.9)
Again this in general is satisfied if (2.7) holds.
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To obtain bounds on the global discretization errors u(tn) — u,, which depend
only on derivatives of y(t), we set in formula (2.2)
u,, = u{tn), v,, = v(t,,)\= (y{tn + c,h),...,y(tn + c,h))T
and use Taylor series expansions
"( '„) = ktty(ta) + kthy'(tn) + k2h2y"(t,,) + ••• ,
u('») = ey('n) + chy\tn) + {c2h2y"{tn) + -
with /c-dimensional vectors kf determined by the definition of the correct value
function, and e = (1,..., 1)T, c' = (c\,..., c's)r. Again, if y(t) is vector valued we use
kj, e, d also to denote their Kronecker products with /. With this choice for u,,, v,,
we have
£„ = u(tn+l) - A,u(tn) - hB,v'(t,,), T]n = v(tn)-A2u(t,,)-hB2v'(/„),
and so we easily obtain expansions of the form
"l = ( ' U"+1v"'+l>rn + i )
J \d2"+])) y {n) \d2"+2))
where the integer q (the stage order) and the vectors d\'\ d^ are determined by
the method together with the definition of the correct value function. To have
stage order 5*0 it should hold that Afk{t = k{), A2k() = e. This will always be
assumed. The vector kn is called the preconsistency vector.
EXAMPLE Suppose that u,{tn) = y{tn + 8th). Let 6 = (d,,..., 0*)1. Then some
calculations give an expansion (2.10) with
</</> = I ((61 + e)> - Ate' - /S . c ' - 1 ) , d2» = -}(ci- A2d< -jB2cJ-1)
for y=0 , 1 Thus q is the largest integer such that d\n = 0, d^ = 0, for
7 = 0,1 q.
The expansions leading to (2.10) can be truncated at any level of h' with
remainder term involving only method-depending constants and yU) evaluated in
some intermediate points. For example, if yeC+> then £„ and r),, can be
bounded in norm by C,,A"+I max, ||_y(v+l)(/)|| with C,, determined by the
coefficients of the method.
3. Linear problems
3.1 Linear scalar problems
Before dealing with linear systems, we first consider the scalar case
g(t) (3.1)
with AeC, ReA=£0. From (2.5), (2.6) we see that the global errors £,,=
u(tn)- un satisfy
en+, = R(z)en + 6n (3.2)
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with z = hX, R(z) = At + zB,(/ - zB2)~lA2 and local errors 6,, given by
<5,,= 2 (d\') + zBl(l-zB2yldy))hY'\tn). (3.3)
We shall consider convergence uniformly for z = hk in some given subset D of
the stability region
S = {z e € : R(z) power bounded}.




We assume for the moment that this holds and that / — zB2 is non-singular on D.
In the next subsection we shall take a closer look at these conditions. Further it
will be tacitly assumed throughout the rest of the paper that det (/ — R(z)) is not
identically equal to 0. Then p(R(z)) < 1 in the interior of S, with p denoting the
spectral radius.
Let D be fixed, so that a and /J can be considered as constants determined by
the method. From (3.4), (3.5) we obtain in a straightforward way a global error
bound Ctnhq with a constant C depending only on y (in fact, depending only on
max, ||.y('7+l)(0ll)- In the following it will be discussed whether such a result is
possible with order q + 1. For this we consider the leading term in the local error,
and denote for simplicity
Let
<p(z) = (1 - K(z))-V, + zBt(l - zB2)-ld2). (3.6)
The components of this vector valued function are rational functions in z. For
those values of z for which / — R(z) is singular we define cp{z) by taking the limit
values of these functions. This gives ||<p(z)||=°° if z is a non-removable
singularity of a component of (p. As we shall see, the singularity at the origin
usually is removable.
THEOREM 3.1 Assume (3.4) and (3.5) hold. There exists a 0 0 depending only
on derivatives of y such that
for all problems (3.1) with z e D, if and only if
P
zeD
Proof. Assume ||<p(z)|| =s y on D. We obtain from (3.3)
6n = (/ - /?
where the constant involved in the O(/i</+2)-term depends only on
max, ||>'l''+2)(0ll- The order q + 1 convergence result now follows easily, for
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example by writing out the recursion (3.2) in full and using partial summation,
similar to formula (15.10) in Hairer & Wanner (1991, Chapter IV).
Now, suppose that ||(p(z,,)|| = 0 ° f° r some z<>e£>. Then for any K>0 we can
select a z e int (D) such that \\q>(z)\\> K. We consider (3.1) with solution
y(t) — tq+ll{q + 1)!. The recursion for the global errors shows that
Let h—>0 while z = hk and /„ = t are kept fixed. Because z e int(D) we know that
/?(z)"->0 as n—>™. Hence for /i->0 it holds that
/*-«-' IKIHI|(P(Z)||> *:.
Since K can be taken arbitrarily large, there is no convergence with order q + 1.
D
The above theorem is similar to results obtained in Burrage et al (1986) and
Dekker et al (1986) for Runge-Kutta methods with D = C~ = {z e C : Re (z) =£
0}.
It is clear that ||<p(z)|| ' s bounded near z = z,, if / — /?(z,,) is non-singular. This
holds certainly in the interior of the stability region 5. For z,, on the boundary of
5 it may happen that cp has a pole at z,,. To have order q + 1 convergence such
points should be excluded from D. This limits, of course, the class of problems
under consideration. Considering applications for systems of equations it is not
reasonable to exclude the origin, and therefore we will consider the boundedness
of cp near z = 0 in more detail. In the next lemma p denotes the classical order of
the method.
LEMMA 3.2 Suppose that p 3= q + / and | | ( / - f l (z ) )~ ' | | = O(z~'), z->0. Then cp
is bounded near z = 0.
Proof. If A = 1 and y{t) = tq+il{q + 1)!, the local error equals
A convergence criterion of Skeel (1976) for non-stiff problems gives
where E is the eigenprojection (or component) of A, for eigenvalue 1, see Hairer
& Wanner (1991, pp 292, 293). It holds that £t>=0 iff v e Range (/ -A2).
Hence, if p s q + 1 we have
d, e Range (I - A,),
if p ^q + 2 then
d,=0, B|</2eRange(/-/4,),
and if p s* q + I, I ^  3 it holds that
d, = BlB{d2 = 0 for 0=s/«/-3, B,B'2~2d2 e Range (/ -A,).
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First, suppose that / = 1. Then d, = (/ - At)x for some vector x, and we get
<p{z) = (/ - K(z))-'((/ -Ax)x + zfl,(/ - zB2)~ld2)
= x + z(l- R(z))-lBt(I - zB2)~\d2 + A2x)
which is bounded near z = 0 by the assumption on (/ - R(z))~l.
The proof for 1 = 2, 3 , . . . can be obtained by induction, using the following
argument. Suppose
q>{z) = z>{l-R{z))-'B,(l-zB2)-'Bir'd1, B,B^d2 = (/ - Ax)x.
Then
<p{z) = z>{! - R(z))-l((I-Al)x + zBl(I - zB2T'B2d2)
= Z'JC - z'+i(l - fl(z))-'B,(/ - zB2yl(B{d2 + A2x). D
COROLLARY 3.3 Suppose p^q + \ and 1 is a simple eigenvalue of Ax. Then <p is
bounded near 2 = 0. Moreover, if D is closed in C and p(/?(z))<l for all
z e D — {0} then <p is bounded on D.
Proof. Since 1 is a simple eigenvalue of At, there is exactly one eigenvalue ^(z)
of R(z) such that A,(z) = 1 + O(z). Order p implies
A,.(z) = e'+O(zp + 1) .
It follows that det (l - R(z))~l = O(z~') as z—»0, and consequently the same
holds for | | ( / - /? (z) ) - ' | | . •
3.2 7/ie stability conditions (3.4), (3.5)
Suppose that I — zB2 is non-singular for all z eS. Then (3.5) will hold for any
bounded set D c 5 . Further it is easily seen that if B2 is non-singular, or if
B\ — {Bn Bl2), B2 -
\«21 O22
with B22 non-singular and Bn — BX2B^B2X = 0, then zBx(l — zB2)~] will also be
bounded near z = °°.
To study condition (3.4), let
We shall take D to be compact in C Then for (3.4) to hold it is sufficient that for
any z,,e D there is a neighbourhood on which a(z) is bounded.
First, consider z,, e int (5). There p(R(z)) < 1, and so we can find a norm ||||(,
for which ||/?(zo)||o< 1. By continuity of R(z), whose elements are rational
functions without poles in S, there exists a neighbourhood U of Z(, and a K < 1
such that ||/?(z)||,,=£ JC on U. Therefore
\\R(zy - K(*,)"||n = Iff * i|
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for some K,, > 0. Using equivalence of norms we see that there is a K > 0 such
that
sup
for all z e U. So, a(z) is continuous in z,, and thus certainly bounded near z,,.
Next, consider z,, e 5 on the boundary of S. Let us assume for the moment that
the eigenvalues of /?(z,,) with modulus 1 are simple. We call these eigenvalues
A|(Z(,),..., Am(z,i). Taking a sufficiently small, closed neighbourhood U of z,,, these
eigenvalues remain simple and we can decompose R(z) as
R(z) = A,(z)/>,(z) + •- + k,,Xz)P,,,(z) + Q(z) (3.7)
with eigenprojections P,(z),...,P,,,(z), /'/(zJ/'/z) = 5,v//(z) a n d p((2(^))< 1 .
P/(^)(3(^) = 0. Such a spectral decomposition can be obtained for example from
the Jordan normal form: if
(Jl \
R = x\ • . \X~\ 7,=A, then />, = Xe^e\X~x
\ hi
with e, denoting the first unit vector. Since A|(z),...,A,,,(z) are simple on U, the
corresponding eigenprojections are continuous (even analytic, see Kato (1982, pp
77-79)) and thus also Q(z) is continuous on U.
Define for z e U
a(z) = HP^z)!! + ••• + H/^z)!! + sup ||£?(z)"||.
In the same way as before, using p((?(z))< 1, it follows that a(z) is continuous
on U. Moreover, since
R(z)" = kfeyPfe) + ••• + A,,, (z )"/>„, (z) + G(z)"
and |A;(z)| =s 1 on S, we see that a(z) =e a(z) on U HS. Hence a(z) is bounded on
uns.
In general, /?(z,,) may have multiple eigenvalues of modulus 1, as long as such
eigenvalues have a complete set of eigenvectors. Again let A,(z),..., A,,,(z) be the
eigenvalues of R(z) for which |A;(z)|->l as z-^Zt,. We assume that on a
neighbourhood U of z,,
A,(z) is simple on U,,= U-{zi}}, 1=£/«AY. (3.8a)
Then the decomposition (3.7) is valid on U() and the previous arguments can be
repeated if the P,(z) are bounded on t/0. We will show that this is ensured under
the assumption
z,,) if zeU, l=£/=jt/=£m (3.86)
with y > 0 and d(z, z,,) = \z — z,,| if z,, is finite, d(z, z,,) = |z" ' | in case z,,= ».
We consider, for convenience of notation, only P,(z) near z,, = 0. Let x,(z) be
the eigenvector for A,(z), with the norm of jt|(O) equal to 1. Since Pt(z) is the
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projection onto (multiples of) xt(z) along the other eigen- and principal vectors
x2(z),...,xk(z) of R(x), it follows from a geometrical consideration that ||P|(z)||-»
°°, z ->0 iff
inf{\\xl(z)-v\\:veSpan(x2(z) xk(z))}^0 as z ^ O .
Suppose that A,(0) = ••• = Ar(0) with the other eigenvalues having a different
limit. Premultiplication of Jt,(z) - u with powers of R(z) - A,(z)/, i > r + 1, then
gives
inf (||JC,(Z) - w|| : w 6Span (jc2(z)....,xr(z))}-»0 as z ^ O . (3.9)
It will be shown below that under (3.8) the vectors JC((O), x2{0) xr(0) are
linearly independent. This implies of course that
*,(<))* Span (*2(0) x,(0)),
but also that Span (x2(z),...,xr(z)) is continuous near z = 0, and thus we get a
contradiction with (3.9).
It remains to prove that
fl,jf,(O) + -+a r j c r (O) = O
implies a, ar = 0. In view of (3.8) we know that
A,(z) = /i + zvy + O(z), y = l,..,r
with \n\ = 1 and distinct v r For the corresponding eigenvectors we have
aixl(z) = wi + zwJ'+O(z)
and R(z) has an expansion
R(z) = R() + zRl+O(z2).
Comparing powers, it follows that
(/?()- p!)w, = 0, (Rl-v,I)wJ=-(Ro-pl)w}t ; = l r.
Let w = Viw, + ••• + vrwr. Since H>, + ••• + wr = 0, we obtain
J + • • • + < ) . (3.10)
However, Rl) = R(z()) is power bounded. Therefore (3.10) implies w = 0; other-
wise there would be a Jordan block for /i with dimension larger than one.
Now, from w = 0 it follows that iv, + ••• + M>r_| = 0, ivy- = (vy — vr)wy. We can
repeat the above argument to arrive finally at
(v, - v2) — (v, - v,)w, = 0.
Since H», = 0,^,(0), X|(0)=^0 and the vy are distinct we must have a} = 0 . In the
same way it follows that the other ay are zero.
Summarizing the above, we have proved the following result.
LEMMA 3.4 Let D cS be closed in C, and suppose (3.8) holds for any z,, on the
boundary of D. Then there is an ar > 0 such that (3.4) is valid.
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The above result is well known for linear multistep methods. A proof for these
methods based on the Kreiss matrix theorem can be found in Hairer & Wanner
(1991). This proof can also be used for general linear methods if there are no
multiple eigenvalues of modulus 1 on the boundary of D.
The following example shows that (3.8) cannot be replaced by a weaker
condition on the eigenvalues.
EXAMPLE Consider
near 2=0 . Suppose
A,(z) = 1 + v,z + O(z2), K(Z) = yz + O(z2)
with Vj > 0 and y =£ 0. This R{z) may represent a principal submatrix of the Schur
normal form of R{z). We have
We consider z e C~ such that
\e"*\ = 1 + O(nz2), \nz\-*«>, \nz2\^0
in the limit n—>°°. For instance, z on a circle in the left half plane touching the
origin, \z | ~ n ~? (by the assumption v, > 0 there is a small circle of this type lying
in the stability region of R(z)). If v, = v2 it follows easily that
Note that this may even happen if R(z)n is power bounded for all zeC~
{A -stability).
3.3 Linear systems
The formulae derived for the scalar case remain valid for linear systems (1.3)
with z = hL. Therefore, the results trivially carry over to the case where L is a
normal matrix with hk e D for all eigenvalues A e L.
For arbitrary L satisfying (1.4) we can use the scalar results by setting D = C~
and employing the inequality
which is valid for h>0, L satisfying (1.4) and any V(£) which is a rational
function or a matrix valued function whose elements are rational. This is a variant
of a theorem of J. von Neumann, see Hairer & Wanner (1991), Nevalinna
(1985). In a direct way we thus obtain the following corollary, where we denote
for brevity by C(y) some positive constant whose value is determined by bounds
on the derivatives of y.
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COROLLARY 3.5 Consider the class of linear problems (1.3), (1.4) and assume
that (3.4), (3.5) hold with D = C~. We have
\\£n\\^C{y)tnh«, n^O.
Moreover, if p s* q + 1 then
if and only if ||<p(z)|| is uniformly bounded on C~. •
Note that in the second part of this corollary the assumption p 3= q + 1 can be
removed (since ||<p(0)|| o ° implies already p ^q + 1), but the result would not
become more general.
Error bounds of the above type are relevant for initial boundary problems for
partial differential equations via the method of lines. Then L will represent a
discretized differential operator and g will contain forcing terms and boundary
conditons. In fact, in the proof of Theorem 3.1 we have considered h—*0 while
at the same time A->°°, which is natural for partial differential equations if the
time and space grid are refined simultaneously and A is a 'large' eigenvalue of L.
Until now we have not made any assumption on g. However, if the initial
boundary value problem has homogeneous boundary conditions, then g and its
derivatives will be bounded independently of the mesh width in space, see for
instance Sanz-Serna & Verwer (1989), Verwer (1986). This is equivalent to saying
that derivatives of Ly will be bounded.
Global error bounds based on derivatives of y and Ly can be easily obtained by
writing the local error (3.3) in the form
&„ = -z(dt + zBt(l -
(3.11)
We denote by C(y, Ly) some constant whose value is determined by bounds on
the derivatives of y and Ly.
THEOREM 3.6 Consider the class of linear problems and assume that (3.4), (3.5)
hold with D = C~. If p 5= q + 1 it holds that
\\8n\\^C(y,Ly)tnh"+l, n^O.
For p 3* q + 2 we have
\\en\\^C(y,Ly)tnh"+2, n^O
if and only if -<p(z) is uniformly bounded on C~.
Proof. We may assume for the proof that L = A is scalar. Afterwards von
Neumann's theorem can be applied. Note also that the first part in the theorem is
trivial if d, = 0, since then the local error can be bounded by C0(y, Ly)hq+2. Let
us assume only that
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We have
- (dt + zB,(I - zB2y'd2)h = 7 (/ - R(z))x + hv(z)
where
v(z) = B,(/ - zB2)~\d2 + A2x).
Hence the leading term in dn can be written as
(/ - R{z))xhq+Xy(q+K\t,,) + v(z)hq+2\y{q+x\tn).
Convergence with order q + 1 now follows as before by writing out the recursion
for the global errors and using partial summation.
For the remaining order q + 2 result we observe that we only have to consider
the leading term of the local error; the second term can be treated similar to
above and so will give an order q + 2 contribution to the global error. Starting
from (3.11) it can now be shown in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 3.1
that the boundedness of (p(z)/z is necessary and sufficient for convergence with
order q + 2. O
Similar to Corollary 3.3 it can be shown that (p(z)/z will be bounded near z = 0
if p 5= q+2 and 1 is a simple eigenvalue of At. So, the order q +2 convergence
result is valid for all methods which also satisfy p(R(z))< 1 for z e C~ - {0},
Z = oo.
The fact that the boundedness of <p(z)/z is sufficient for convergence with
order q + 2 in the above theorem gives a generalization of a result in Brenner et
al (1982) for Runge-Kutta methods. On the order hand, the class of equations
considered in Brenner et al (1982) is more general than (1.3), (1.4), namely with
operators L on a Banach space.
It is clear that one can continue in the same way to obtain a higher-order result
based on y, Ly and L2y. An interesting limiting case arises if we require the
derivatives of L'y to be bounded for arbitrary powers of j . This is a reasonable
assumption for pure initial value problems for partial differential equations (or
for problems where the boundary condition is replaced by a periodicity
condition). Then one obtains the classical order of convergence, since all
elementary differentials needed in the theory based on Butcher trees will be
bounded.
4. Non-linear problems
The methods in this section are supposed to be algebraically stable. This means
that there exists a symmetric positive definite G and a diagonal positive
semi-definite D such that the matrix
/ C-A1CA AJD-AJGB x
is positive semi-definite. The existence of such G, Z) implies that for arbitrary
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dissipative problems (1.5) the inequality
is valid for (2.1), (2.2) with £,-, J?y = 0 in the norm generated by G, see Burrage
& Butcher (1980), Butcher (1987a), Butcher (1987b), Hairer & Wanner (1991).
Thus (2.7) will hold with a constant a determined by G.
Further it is known from the theory of Runge-Kutta methods that (2.8), as
well as (2.9) are fulfilled for the dissipative problems if there is a positive definite
diagonal matrix D such that
DB2 + BjD is positive definite, (4.2)
see for instance Dekker & Verwer (1984), Frank et al (1985a), Hairer & Wanner
(1991).
In the following we will consider only general linear methods that are
irreducible, in the sense that no internal stages are redundant (similar to the
irreducibility concept of Dahlquist and Jeltsch for Runge-Kutta methods, see
Dekker & Verwer (1984), Hairer & Wanner (1991) for example).
LEMMA 4.1 For an irreducible, algebraically stable method it holds that the
matrix D in (4.1) is positive definite and
B}v e Range (/ -A{)^>eTDv = 0
for any vector v.
Proof. Let kit be the preconsistency vector. The fact that M is positive
semi-definite implies
A,) = 0, (4.3)
see Hairer & Wanner (1991, p 386). Therefore, if fl,u = (I-At)w we have
e
rdv = klGB.v = klG(I - Ax)w = 0.
Let e, = (0, 0,..., 1 0)T be the *th unit vector. It is clear from (4.3) that De, = 0
if B,e, = 0. On the other hand, we have for all w
2wTBjDw 3= wrBjGBlw,
so that De/ = 0 implies (B\ei)TGB\e,: = 0, and since G is positive definite we
obtain fi,e, = 0. Thus
(4.4)
Now, suppose that certain columns of B, are zero, say
B,e,=0, i=l,...,r, S ^ ^ O , / = r + 1 ,...,*.
The positive semi-definiteness of DB2 + BjD, together with De, = 0 iff /«£/-,
implies that
ejB2ei = 0, i as/•, j>r
(this follows easily from an argument similar to Hairer & Wanner (1991, p
200)). However, this means that vn vnr in (1.2) do not influence the other
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internal vectors vnj nor the external vectors un+ll. So the first r internal stages are
superfluous. This shows that for an irreducible method we cannot have zero
columns in B,, and consequently Z?e, =£0 for all i. •
Again, it is clear from Section 2 that algebraic stability and (4.2) lead to
convergence for arbitrary dissipative problems with order of convergence q. As
for the linear problems we consider the question whether the order can be q + 1.
The next theorem is a generalization of a result of Burrage & Hundsdorfer (1987)
for Runge-Kutta methods.
THEOREM 4.2 Let the method be irreducible, algebraically stable and such that
(4.2) is valid. Assume further that cl-cl is not an integer if / # / . Then, there
exists a constant C > 0 only depending on derivatives of y such that
\\en\\^Ctnh"+\ « ? 0
for all problems (1.1), (1.5), if and only if
dl = {I-Al)x, d2=-A2x (4.5)
for some vector x.
Proof. Define
0(Z) = (/ - K(Z))-'(d, + BXZ{1 - B2Z)-ld2)
for Z = diag(z zs). If (4.5) is valid then <P(Z)=x. Convergence with order
q + 1 follows easily by considering the modified errors
eH = en-xh"+y+l\tn) (4.6)
which satisfy a recursion
with C, only depending on derivatives of y, see for instance Burrage &
Hundsdorfer (1987), Hundsdorfer & Steininger (1991).
To prove the necessity of (4.5), consider
with Re (A(/))«0. This can be converted to a real two-dimensional problem
satisfying (1.5). We choose A to be h-periodic, giving
Zn = Z = diag(z z,) with zy = hk(tn + Cjh).
By our assumption on the c, these zy can be chosen to be mutually independent
and arbitrary in C~. In the same way as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 it follows
that convergence with order q + 1 only holds if there is a y > 0 such that
\\<P(Z)\\^Y for all Z = diag(z,,...,zJ), Rez^O. (4.7)
Each component of <P(Z) is rational in z z, and we can write, with the same
denominator for all components,
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where go(Z) is constant, gi(Z) linear in zu...,z,, g2(Z) contains the quadratic
terms zmz,, etc, and likewise for^()(Z),yj,(Z) Suppose that go,-,gk-\ = 0 and
gk ^ 0 for some k 5= 0. Boundedness of <P(Z) for small z, e C~ implies that
fj{ . ^ ^ . i ^ O . Moreover, f,k(Z) has to be a multiple of gk(Z); otherwise we
could choose zm = \xam on the imaginary axis with fixed am such that gn,(Z) = 0
for all r but flk(Z) =£0, and this would give unboundedness of <Pj(Z) for x —>0. It
follows that (4.7) only holds if there is a vector x such that
+ O(xk+l)) for |2J«r,
1 =£ m =£ s.
From the definition of <2>(Z) it is seen that
(/ -At)0(Z) -dt = BXZ{1 - B2Zyx{A2<P(Z) + d2). (4.8)
We now consider zm — xpm with arbitrary but fixed pm e C~ such that gk(Z) # 0
for T > 0 . Then gk(Z) = 6xk with d¥=0. Multiplication of (4.8) with the
denominator of <P(Z) and comparison of powers of x gives
6xk((I-Al)x-dl) = O(xk+l), (4.9)
and hence d\ = (/ — A,)x. Using Lemma 4.1 it thus follows from (4.8) that
e
TDZ(l - B2Z)-[(A2<P(Z) + d2) = 0,
and we obtain in a similar way as (4.9)
6xkeTDZ(A2x + d2) = O(r*+2). (4.10)
Since the elements of D are all positive and the pt are arbitrary (under the
restriction that gk{Z) =£0), it follows that d2 = —A2x. •
The fact that the modified errors en in the above proof have local errors of
O(/J< 7 + 2) can also be interpreted in the following way: the stage order of the
method is q with respect to the correct value function u(t), but if we change u(t)
to
the stage order becomes q + 1. This is related to the more abstract concept of
BH-consistency in Li (1989).
LEMMA 4.3 Suppose the method is irreducible, algebraically stable and 1 is a
simple eigenvalue of At. Then
Proof. The classical order conditions are necessary for non-stiff dissipative
problems, and thus p 3s q + 1. Let us assume that p ^  q + 2. Then we know, see
Section 3, that
d{=0, B>d2e Range (I-At).
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Since dx = (/ - At)x and 1 is a simple eigenvalue, the vector x must be a multiple
of the preconsistency vector,
x = 6k0 for some 6 ¥= 0.
Hence d2= -de, and therefore
B,ee Range ( / - / I , ) .
From Lemma 4.1 it now follows that eTDe = 0, which contradicts the fact that D
is positive definite. D
It is not known whether high-order algebraically stable methods can fulfil
(4.5). The above lemma shows already that for most general linear methods
condition (4.5) will not hold. In fact, it is known from Burrage & Hundsdorfer
(1987) that there are only very few algebraically stable Runge-Kutta methods
with property (4.5) and that the maximal classical order of such methods is 3.
There seems to be only one Runge-Kutta method of practical interest for which
we obtain convergence with order q + 1, namely the implicit midpoint rule, see
Kraaijevanger (1985). The implicit midpoint rule can also be regarded as a
one-leg multistep method. Most one-leg methods have p = q + 1 and for these
methods condition (4.5) is always fulfilled, as can be seen from the convergence
results in Hundsdorfer & Steininger (1991) and Hairer & Wanner (1991) (or by
noting that the functions <p and <P are identical if k = 1), but algebraically stable
(G-stable) one-leg multistep methods have p 3= 2.
Condition (4.5) can be avoided by restricting the class of non-linear problems.
Similar to linear problems, along the lines of Burrage et al (1985), convergence
results with order q + 1 can be obtained for semi-linear equations
with a smoothly varying L(t) satisfying (1.4) and with g(t, y) satisfying a
Lipschitz condition near the exact solution. This class of problems contains those
non-linear dissipative problems for which the partial derivatives
£«,y) and £2f{t,y)
can be bounded by a moderate constant.
Finally we note that condition (4.5) is also not needed for non-linear singularly
perturbed problems, nor is algebraic stability. This can be seen from the results of
Hairer et al (1988) for Runge-Kutta methods, see also Hairer & Wanner (1991).
Convergence results for problems of this type have not yet been derived for
general linear methods.
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